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Hitch a Ride In My Guitar Time Machine
Introducing “Texas Blues Mastery” …my pride and joy
I remember the first time I heard a guitar solo “turn” during a Texas blues song.
The turn happened on a single note — a blue note.
Before the turn the solo was a pleasing string of notes.
After the turn — a life changing experience.
Two things happened inside me.
I knew exactly what the guitarist was feeling.
And I remembered a time when I felt the same way.

Texas blues gives you the skill of taking your audience back
in time.
Some call a blue note a minor third or a flat five.
Those words indicate a fretboard position but…
The hardest thing to tap into is the attitude. Where do the emotions come?
Style is the power behind Texas blues.
So I invite you to take a trip with me.
Don’t worry. You won’t need a plane ticket or gas in your car.
I’m handing you the keys to a time machine of your own.
“Your teaching is incredible Charlie! I'm a full time guitar major right now
and about to start my last semester. I'd much rather focus on your
lessons and teaching full time. Thanks for creating this program. I’m
getting better and having a lot of fun in the process!” —Michael Quillen
Maybe you feel Texas blues in your heart and in your head but your fingers on
the fretboard and foot tapping are just out in left field.

If so you’re about to discover how artists like Stevie Ray Vaughan and Billy
Gibbons took the blues tradition, transformed the style and created their own
brand of Texas blues.
You can too. I’ll show you how.

I’m Charlie Wallace author of Texas Blues Mastery…
I wasn’t always a professional guitarist traveling around the world performing
with my own band and training fretboard skills to thousands of guitar students in
dozens of countries.
In fact I was a problem student in school. I didn’t love book learning so from time
to time I got into a bit of trouble with my mates.
Then I discovered guitar — and everything changed.
By the time I was 16 years old I was teaching guitar. In fact my first real gig was
teaching fretboard skills in a school. Guitar playing transformed me from a kid
who annoyed his teachers into a co-worker with those same teachers.

I admit I learned everything the hard way…
I looked up random information online (mostly confusing stuff) and kept picking
up every fretboard skill I could.
Eventually I had awesome experiences with my guitar — playing to huge
audiences, recording in state-of-the-art studios, shooting music videos, and
touring the world with my band.
Then everything changed again.

Suddenly I realized how much knowledge I had in my head.
I wished I could hop in a time machine and share my knowledge with the
younger version of me — the problem student.
I never found a time machine… so I did the next best thing.

I created guitar courses I wish I’d had…
And I discovered something amazing.

Since I learned the guitar fretboard the hard way, I have a knack for showing
people the EASY way.
Here’s my four-part system:

1. I pull back the veil on theory…
Nothing mysterious about theory — just a way to talk about music.
When you understand the language, you’ll be able to figure out any song ever
written without someone saying, “Put this finger here and that finger there.”

2. I reveal the simple keys to reading tabs…
You already know how to read something more complicated than tabs.
Compared to the English language, tabs are a stroll on the beach.
I give you a handy bag of tricks to make everything easy to remember.

3. You get fretboard tips on making every practice minute
count…
Do you think I have a lot of time to practice? Hah! I run a business, supervise a
team of employees, tour with my band, and train guitar players.
So I’m always coming up with efficient methods for keeping my fretboard skills
sharp — methods I’ll be sharing with you… in detail… with nothing held back.

4. I lift the hood on famous Texas blues solos and licks…
You’ll check out the style techniques of blues guitar legends — fretboard
techniques you can copy, tweak and make your own.
Maybe you can use fretboard techniques like bends and vibrato but it just
sounds like notes. I’ll show you how to put the feeling and the soul into your riffs
and solos.

My system helps you get you out of your rut and develop
proper fretboard skills.
Texas Blues Mastery is built for instant progress. And I won’t be talking over your
head.
But before we go any farther, let me catch you up on what I’ve been up to lately.

Recently, I asked guitar players some questions.
The first thing I uncovered? Many guitarists believe theory is complicated.
Well, theory changes as styles change so you’ll never finish with theory but…

You can pick up the basics of theory in an afternoon.
Another thing:
Some guys believe they’ll never play guitar the way they want. They aren’t good
at reading tabs so they play by ear.
BUT playing by ear is the hard way.

You’ll find out how easy it is to read tabs on sight.
Here’s another finding…
Some people don’t have enough time to practice.
I too struggle to squeeze practice time into my day. But the problem is not
knowing what to practice — or how.

My fretboard shortcuts let you see progress in every
practice session.
Lastly my research uncovered people get frustrated when their solo doesn’t
sound bluesy.
Some guitarists believe Texas blues style is a talent you’re born with — or not.
Well I’m from the opposite side of the world. And yet I know simple style tricks
for taking the listener to a place deep in the heart of Texas — in their mind.

Once I show you my simple style tricks, you’ll know the
secret too.
So let’s run it down from the top:
•
•
•
•

Don’t know chords and scales? I’ll show you easy patterns.
Tab reading is holding you back? I lay it all out for you.
Fretboard skills slow to develop? My job is to speed them up.
And style? Revealing the style secrets of Texas Blues is the fun part.

Maybe you yearn to play for your family and friends. Or solo in your favorite
hangout. Join a band — or start one of your own.
With my system you’ll crack the code of Texas Blues in no time:

1. MUSIC THEORY:
Guitar beginners will breathe a sigh of relief when they discover how easy theory
can be. Even if you’re an advanced guitarist don’t skip the basics— one key bit of
information can save hours of trial and error.

2. READING TABS:
Don’t worry, you won’t have to read note-for-note like classical musicians.
Instead you’ll discover how to use sheet music for reference — just like guitar
pros.

3. FRETBOARD SKILL:
I break down complex skills into bite-size pieces. Mastering each fretboard skill
makes the next skill easier.

4. BLUES STYLE:
No inborn talent required. Just watch my videos and follow the easy instructions.
Your creativity will explode as you develop a style grounded in the Texas Blues
tradition.
“Thanks to you, I know every note, every pattern, every root and target
note and every key and scale on the fretboard.” —Steve Petreshock
Is your guitar playing stuck at the same level?
It’s not a lack of talent. Not a lack of ability. Not even a lack of time. You’re trying
to do too much by yourself without a system working for you.

My system is as simple as stepping from rock to rock across
a stream.
Texas Blues Mastery is the first step-by-step method based on fretboard
patterns used by the best guitarists on the planet.
Here’s how the method works:

1. Blues Foundations: simple keys to faster progress
In module 1 you build a solid foundation to put your guitar playing on a fast
track to success.

2. Tools For The Blues: patterns used by top guitarists
In module 2 you discover simple fretboard patterns for playing chords, scales
and arpeggios to grow your fretboard skills.

3. 12-Bar Blues Boot Camp: jam on hundreds of songs
instantly
In module 3 you add brand-new skills that let you hear a tune once and know
the right chords to play on the spot.

4. 12-Bar Blues In Artist Styles: learn from the legends
In module 4 I cover the guitar styles of Stevie Ray Vaughan and Billy Gibbons in
depth and reveal techniques I’ve been collecting for over 15 years.

5. Blues Solo Foundations: solo with style and confidence
In module 5 I’ll show you hidden fretboard techniques for taking the guesswork
out of writing and playing your own solos.

6. Building Your Blues Chops: even if you’re a beginner
In module 6 you’ll discover how to accelerate your fretboard progress even if
you can spare only a few minutes a day.

7. Mastering The Fretboard: accelerate your guitar playing
In module 7 show you how to combine patterns quickly up and down the
fretboard.

8. 100 Blues Licks: based on the styles of guitar legends
In module 8 you’ll pick up variety of licks so you don't start sounding the same
after playing 10 or 15 songs.

9. Blues Improvisation & Soloing: the smart way
In module 9 I reveal how to leave all your mistakes in the practice room and
deliver the good stuff to your audience.
I’m 100% sure you’ll love this brand new method so I’m including a 100% moneyback satisfaction guarantee.
Originally I priced Texas Blues Mastery course at $###.00 which is an amazing
price for what you get but…

Texas Blues Mastery is now reduced by ## percent.
I love teaching guitar but there’s only one of me and thousands who need
training. This price reduction puts the course in the hands of guitarists around
the world while saving you money.

Your savings: $##.00
What’s the bottom line? For a limited time, I’m offering a reduced price of

$###.00 for the complete system…
[Click Here to Join Texas Blues Mastery Today!]
Compare this promotional offer to what you’d be spending for private lessons.
Let’s say a local teacher offers private lessons for a low price of $25 for a weekly
lesson. A year of study would cost $1300 plus transportation, music and more.
And untrained teachers sometimes give you a whole lot of fluff up front but end
up leaving the learners high and dry.

Your cost for lifetime access is less than a single month of
private lessons.
What about free guitar lessons on YouTube? Some are pretty good. Others are
just plain wrong. You’d have to comb through thousands of random videos to
find what you’re looking for with no guarantee the fretboard information is
correct.

Texas Blues Mastery is a complete tested program.
And I want you to get the most for your money.

So I’m including 3 great bonuses absolutely FREE:

Bonus #1. Workout Schedule Video Timer:
This bonus includes 12 exercises to explode your fretboard speed and fluency in
as little as two weeks and 30 minutes a day.

Bonus #2. 12 Blues Jam Tracks - Video & Audio:
Jam with me and my band mates as we lay down tracks in popular styles:
Shuffle/Swing Rhythm, Stevie Ray Vaughan “Pride & Joy Style,” ZZ Top “La
Grange” Syncopated Rhythm, straight rock style and more.

Bonus #3. Stevie Ray Vaughan Style Guitar Solo Lesson:
Emotion is what separates Stevie Ray Vaughan from the vast majority of
guitarists. Playing the notes is one thing and capturing the emotion is another. In
this step-by-step walk-through of Stevie Ray Vaughan solos you’ll discover the
notes and fretboard techniques of Vaughan’s distinctive style.

During this promotion Texas Blues Mastery includes all 3
bonuses worth over $### FREE.
You’ll absolutely love Texas Blues Mastery.
But I don’t expect you to take my word so here’s my written guarantee:

60-Day No-Risk Money-Back Guarantee…
If you decide the course is not for you — for any reason — just shoot an email to
our support department and we’ll give you a full refund INSTANTLY.
(Even if you just get tired of my long hair and down-under accent ;) you can get
your money back.)
In fact, you don’t even need a reason. Just drop us an email within 60 days and
we’ll refund every penny you’ve paid for the course — no questions asked.

Here’s what you get:
•
•
•

On-the-spot lifetime access to all 9 Texas Blues Mastery modules
Over 200 instructional videos
Free PDF downloads

•
•
•
•

Free updates
Bonus #1: Workout Schedule Video Timer
Bonus #2: 12 Blues Jam Tracks - Video & Audio
Bonus #3: Stevie Ray Vaughan Style Guitar Solo Lesson

This normal price of Texas Blues Mastery is $###.
But for a limited time you can grab the course for the low price of:

$###.00 for the complete Texas Blues Mastery system.
Some members say just bonus is worth more than the purchase price… but I’ll let
you in on a secret…
You can download all 3 bonuses on the spot. And even if you cancel and get a
refund the bonuses are yours to keep as my gift to you.
To join Texas Blues Mastery, click below to jump to the order page.

[Yes Charlie, I Want to Join Texas Blues Mastery!]
My goal is to get this low-priced to as many guitarists as possible but we reserve
the right to raise the price at any time…

And we may never offer this course at this price again.
As soon as you complete your purchase, we’ll set up your dashboard, including
your personal login and a password you can change anytime.
We set up your lifetime access to all 9 modules containing 219 videos, free
downloads, and free lifetime updates.
We include all 3 Bonuses: Workout Schedule Video Timer, 12 Blues Jam Tracks,
and Stevie Ray Vaughan Style Guitar Solo Lesson totally FREE.

All for the low price of $##.00
Your purchase includes my 60-Day No-Risk Money-Back Guarantee. If you decide
the course is not for you just keep the free bonuses and we’ll send you a full
refund with no questions asked.
This offer may expire soon and when it’s gone … it’s gone.

Are you ready?
Without this course, you could be stuck for years with the trial-and-error of
playing by ear.
Or if tab reading is your weak spot you’ll soon discover how easy tabs can be.
Without this course, you may plod along for years disappointed with your
fretboard skills and wondering what your blues style is missing.
But with this course don’t be surprised if your fretboard skills increase 10X in as
little as a few weeks.

Join enthusiastic guitar students from all around the world.
My guitar time machine is ready to go and I’m handing you the keys. Jump
onboard and discover how to bring new life to old licks and play Texas Blues the
way you always wanted.
You’ll have the time of your life.

[Yes Charlie, I Want to Join Texas Blues Mastery!]
Buckle up, mate! Here we go!
Charlie Wallace
Guitar Mastery Method
Author of Texas Blues Mastery

